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WELCOME  

Dear Schools, 

I hope this letter finds you well, especially given the challenges you have faced in the past year 
and this, opening and closing your schools, going from virtual to hybrid classes, and in general having to 
apply all your creativity to keep going. 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce the 2022 Poetry & Duologue Recitation Contest 
Handbook. The Poetry Recitation Contest, now in its 11th year, is one of the most important poetry 
competitions in Chile. Seen as the first step towards public speaking, this event encourages younger 
students to recite their chosen poem before a live audience, thus providing them with the opportunity to 
develop their self-esteem and oral communications skills while practicing English. This year, ESU Chile 
will add Grade 1 and 2 Duologue Recitations to our Virtual Competition.   

At ESU Chile, we firmly believe in the importance of English at school level. We are an 
international, not-for-profit organization based in London and extended to dozens of countries. In Chile 
we work with around 50 member schools – both public and private – and look to help improve the pupil’s 
English skills. Click here for membership details. 

With this handbook we intend to provide our member schools’ heads of English, as well as other 
interested teachers, with information about the Poetry & Duologue Recitation Competitions. In providing 
a comprehensive overview of the rules and guidelines, we hope it will serve as an important tool when 
you come to select and prepare your pupils. 

 As in previous years, our selection of poems to be recited is based on a theme and this year the 
theme is “Family & Community!” 

I’m sure you are more familiar with delivering virtual events than we are, but as done last year, 
the live part of our event will be held on our ZOOM platform. This Handbook sets out  the 2-stage process, 
with the first round requiring all pupils to submit their poem as a video. Then, after evaluation by our 
team of judges, the best students will be invited to recite their poems “live” in a mass ZOOM event. All 
the details are here! 

Unfortunately, it is most probable due to restrictions that we will not be gathering in large groups 
this year, but the ESU wants to recognise our long-time hosts, St. George’s College, whose unflagging 
support has been key in consolidating the Poetry Recitation Contest in the national calendar. 

I would also like to thank our sponsors, Mindbuilder and Books & Bits, for their continued support 
and for sharing our belief in the importance of English. Finally, I would like to thank        ESU Chile’s 
volunteers, who always play a key role in our activities. 

We hope you will accept this invitation and challenge your students to recite poems!   

Best regards, 

Ana Maria Tomassini 
Chair 
The English-Speaking Union Chile 
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VENUE 

 

This year, the 2022 Poetry & Duologue Recitation Contest is planned as virtual. While we are hoping 
that the finals can be done in person, this will be subject to sanitary restrictions due to the ongoing 
COVID pandemic. All finalists will be informed if the finals will take place in person or not. 

Participants will have the opportunity to practice and video their presentations from the comfort of their 
own homes. 

 
Participants, their families, friends and teachers, will all have the opportunity to view all entries     as well as 
virtual viewing of the final presentations. 

 
The ESU Chile 2022 Poetry & Duologue Recitation Competition Semi-finals and Final Heats 
will take place on 13th October for 1°-2°, 27th October for 3°- 5° and for 6° - 8° on 28th 
October 2022.  
 
Schools must register their interest for the interschool competition by Friday 9th September 2022. 
Click here to register for Poetry and here for Duologues. At this time, it is not necessary 
to have selected specific students and their poems. This information will be asked for when 
sending their video presentations. 

 
Interschool Participants must send their MP4 format video presentation for the ESU  competition by 
Friday 7th October 2022. Click here to upload your video for duologue and here for poetry. 

 
School contacts and their participants for the regional competition will have access to view  all digital 
presentations after Monday 24th October 2021. 
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■ Participants will be broken up into six age- related 
categories (3rd grade, 4th grade, 5th grade, 6th grade, 
7th grade and 8th grade). 

■ Each category is divided into two heats, with each 
heat taking place in a separate virtual breakout room. 

■ The contest takes place over two days: 

□ Students from 3rd to 5th grade will participate on 
27th October from 9.00 to 12.30. 

□ Students from 6th to 8th grade will participate on 
28th October from 9.00 to 12.30. 

■ Schools will select a maximum of 2 students 
per category to represent them at the competition. The 
students will compete in the same heat. Students can 
represent their school only every other year to 
encourage more school wide participation. 

■ The two best students from each heat will 
advance to the final that takes place virtually via Zoom 
on 27th and 28th October. 

■ In order to select their participants, schools are 
invited to conduct their own internal competition. 

■ We encourage teachers to organize said 
competition as it is a great opportunity to get your 
candidates familiar with the digital video format and 
Zoom presentations of the competition. 

■ In each category, there will be a prize for the 1st, 
2nd, 3rd and 4th place. 

■ The overall winning school will be awarded a 
trophy, which will stay with the school until the next 
Poetry Recitation Competition takes place. 

Registration & Deadlines. 
■ Schools must register their participation for the 
ESU Chile interschool competition by Friday, 9th 
September, 2022. 

Click here to register 

Eligibility 
■ Due to time constraints, schools may send two 
students per level (3rd-8th grade) to participate in the 
contest. 

■ Each student must choose a different poem from 
this booklet for their grade level. 

Rules 
■ Students should recite the poem, demonstrating 
their understanding. The poem should NOT be acted 
out. 

■ The poem must be memorized. Students may not 
use any form of notes. 

■ No visual aids or props of any kind may be used 
when delivering the poem. 

■ Before presenting their poems, students must say 
their given name but not their family name, the title 
and author of the   poem. To keep the judging unbiased, 
they should NOT say their school name or their family 
name. 

■ All poems have the same level of difficulty. 

■ Recited poems will be judged according to the 
Poetry Recitation Competition Rubric. 

■ There will also be an overall winning school who 
will be awarded with a trophy, which will stay with 
the school until the next Poetry Recitation 
Competition takes place. 

■ In order to choose the winning school, students 
will be awarded the following points: 

□ 1st place - 5 points 

□ 2nd place - 3 points 

□ 3rd place - 2 points 

□ All participants that enter their video in Round 
one – 1 point 

■ In the case of a draw, the school with most 1st 
place finishes will be awarded the trophy. 
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■ The participants will stand in front of a solid color 
backdrop (no ornamentations) with lighting that keeps 
face out of any shadows. 

■ One Camera view framed to include participant 
from waist to head. 

■ No full body,  only torso viewed – no zooming  - in or 
out, just one camera view point. 

■ Participants should view their MP4 format 
presentation, to be sure there are no visual glitches 
and audio is at appropriate level. Click here to 
upload the video. 

■ The judges’ panel will view digital presentations 
virtually and send their scoring results directly to the 
ESU Poetry Chairperson. 

■ If you have any queries email poetry@esu.cl 
 

Note: we give medals for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place with Honorable Mention only 
when needed due to very close scores. 

 

Prizes 
■ There will be prizes for the winner, the runner- up, 
the third-place and the fourth-place performer in each 
category. 

■ There will be a certificate of participation for each 
contestant. 

■ There will be a trophy for the best overall school. 
This trophy will remain with the school until the 
following Poetry Recitation Competition takes place. 

■ There could also be other mini competitions 
throughout the day with a variety of prizes. 

 
 
 

Please take note… 
■ School uniform or any clothing with 
the school insignia may NOT be worn. 

 
■ Speakers should wear formal clothes. 
(NO jeans/ t-shirts/trainers/ etc.) 

 
■ Teachers may not prompt the 
participant or coach them in any way 
during their performance. 

 
■ Teachers and parents from each 
school are encouraged to come and 
accompany their participants during the 
competition. 

   

   



Guidance for Judging 
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General Overview 
Participants and spectators must be confident in 
the competence of the adjudicators if they are to 
accept their decisions and take their advice on 
board. For that reason, adjudications should be 
as professional as possible at all stages of the 
competition. 

Training Session 
After registration of participants is complete, 
adjudicators will be selected and sent additional 
online training materials. On the day of the final 
heats competition an informational meeting for all 
judges will take place at 9.00 online via Zoom. 
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Student 

     

Poem 
     

Author 
     

Judges: Please mark students from 5 
(Outstanding) to 1 (Developing) 

5 

Outstanding 

4 

Very Good 

3 

Average 

2 

Needs 
Improvement 

1 

Developing 

MEMORIZATION: 10 POINTS 

Accurate: No errors or glaring pauses. 
Does the student avoid errors and long 
pauses? (not to be confused with internet 
freezing or dropping of connection) 

 
 
No errors 

 
 
Only one small error 

 
Few, for example 
one or two small 
errors 

 

Several, for 
example three or 
four errors 

 
Five or more errors 
= omit words, 
reverse order of 
words or phrases 

Preparation: Displays rehearsal 
and preparation. Specifically, followed 
directions and guidelines provided by 
ESU. 

Followed all 
directions and 
guidelines 
provided by ESU 

 

One small 
issue 

 

Two small 
issues 

 

Three or four 
issues 

 

General overall  
issues 

DICTION: 15 POINTS 

Projection and Clarity: Poem is 
easily heard with clear words (not 
mumbled).  Does the student enunciate 
or speak loudly enough for you to hear? 

 
No errors with 
enunciation or 
overall volume of 
voice 

 

Only one small 
enunciation issue 

 

Two small 
enunciation 
issues 

 

Three or four 
enunciation 
issues 

 
General overall 
enunciation 
or projection 
issues 

Correct Pronunciation: Are the 
words pronounced properly? Note, 
regional accents are not an issue. 

 

No errors 

 
Only one 
pronunciation issue 

 
Two pronunciation 
issues 

 
Three or four 
pronunciation 
issues 

 
Five or more 
pronunciation 
issues 

Rhythm/Stress/Meter: Are these 
elements observed in the recitation? 
Emphasis put on specific words or phrases 
within the pattern of the poem. 

 
 
No errors 

 

Only one issue with 
rhythm or meter 

 

Two issues with 
rhythm or meter 

 
Three or four 
issues with 
rhythm or meter 

 
Five or more 
issues with 
rhythm or meter 



 

2022 Poetry Recitation Rubrics 
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INTERPRETATION & BODY LANGUAGE: 20 
POINTS 

Understanding of 
text/ Tonality: 
Shows 
understanding through 
phrasing, intonation, and 
appropriate expressions of 
emotion. Does the student’s 
use of emotion and expression 
with their voice enhance the 
recitation of the poem? 

 
No errors, 
spoke with 
appropriate 
expressions, 
emotion given 
to key words 
and phrases 

 
Spoke with a 
wide variety of 
intonation 

 
Spoke with 
some variety of 
intonation  in 
three or four 
different parts of 
the poem 

 
Spoke with 
very little 
emotion in 
their voice 
inflections 

 
Spoke 
monotone or 
robotic 

 
Communication: Gestures 
should reflect the tone/ 
emotions. Does the student 
express the emotion described 
in the poem with appropriate 
use of body gestures? Facial 
and hand gestures should 
compliment the text and should 
not overpower the words or 
distract. Student should not act 
out the poem. 

 
No errors 
gestures 
appropriately 
complimented the 
text throughout 
the recitation 

 
Gestures 
expressed a 
wide variety of 
emotions 
throughout the 
recitation 

 
Gestures 
displayed some 
emotion 
throughout the 
recitation 

 
Only one or two 
examples of 
gestures to 
compliment the 
emotion of the 
text 

 
Use of 
gestures was 
missing 
throughout 
the recitation 

Including the audience: 
Proper use of eye contact can 
keep the audience engaged. 
Regardless if presentation is 
live or on video, student 
should move eye focus from 
center stage (camera) , to the 
right, to the left, back to center, 
etc. 

 
Strong, 
strategic eye 
contact 
showing 
confidence 
throughout the 
recitation 

 
Some eye 
contact with 
audience, at 
least five times 
changed their 
eye contact 
focus 

 
Several, three 
or four times 
changed their 
eye contact 
focus 

 
Few, two or 
one times 
changed their 
eye contact 
focus 

 
Use of eye 
contact focus 
was missing 
throughout the 
recitation 

 
Confidence: How at ease is 
the student? The student is 
confident, relaxed, body is not 
rigid or showing nervous 
swaying. 

 

At ease 
throughout the 
recitation 

 
Comfortable 
stage 
presence with 
only one or two 
small issues 

 
Overall relaxed 
body with three 
or four small 
issues 

 

Some stiffness  
or body swaying 

 
Stiff or body 
swaying 
throughout the 
recitation 

Total Score (45 possible 
points) 

     

Additional comments: 
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Student A: 
Student B: 

 

Grade/Age 
__ 1° 5-6 years old 
__ 2° 7-8 years old 

 

Duologue Title: 
 

Judges: Please mark students 
from 5 (Outstanding) to 1 
(Developing) 

5 
Outstanding 

4 
Very Good 

3 
Average 

 
 

2 
Needs 

Improvement  

1 
Developing 

MEMORIZATION: 10 POINTS 
Accurate: No errors or 
glaring  pauses. Do the students 
avoid errors and long pauses? (not 
to be confused with internet 
freezing or dropping of connection) 

No errors Only one 
small error 

Few errors, 
for example 
only one   or 
two small 
errors 

 

Several errors, 
for example 
three or four 
errors 

Five or more 
errors = omit 
words, reverse 
order of words or 
phrases    

Preparation: Displays 
rehearsal and preparation. 
Specifically, followed directions 
and guidelines provided by ESU. 

Followed all 
directions and 
guidelines 
provided by 
ESU 

One 
small  issue 

Two small 
issues 

 

Three or four 
issues 

General overall 
issues 

 

DICTION: 15 POINTS 

Projection and 
Clarity: Duologue is easily 
heard with clear words (not 
mumbled). Do the 
students  enunciate   or speak 
loudly enough for you to hear? 

No errors with 
enunciation or 
overall volume 
of voices 

Only one 
small   enunciation 
issue 

Few errors, for 
example 
only  two small 
enunciation 
issues 

 

Several errors, 
for example 
three or four 
errors   

Five or more 
errors = omit 
words, reverse 
order of words 
or 
phrases         

Correct 
Pronunciation: Are the 
words pronounced properly? 
Note, regional accents are not 
an issue. 

No errors with 
pronunciation 

One small 
pronunciation issue 

Two 
pronunciation 
issues 

 

Three or four 
pronunciation 
issues  

Five or more 
pronunciation 
issues 

Rhythm/Stress/ 
Meter: Are these elements 
observed in the presentation? 
Emphasis put on specific 
words or phrases within the 
pattern of the sentences. 

No errors with 
emphasis on 
specific words 
or flow of the 
duologue 

Only one issue with 
emphasis on 
specific words or 
flow of the duologue 

Two issues 
with emphasis 
on specific 
words or flow 
of the 
duologue 

 

Three or four 
issues with 
emphasis on 
specific words 
or flow of the 
duologue 

Five or more 
issues 
emphasis on 
specific words 
or flow of the 
duologue 
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INTERPRETATION AND BODY LANGUAGE: 20 POINTS 
Tone:  Does the student’s use 
of emotion expression with their 
voice enhance the oral 
presentation of the duologue 

Excellent use of 
emotional expression 
with their voice to 
complement the text 

Only one 
small   issue 
with voice 
expression 

Few errors, 
for example 
two issues 
with voice 
expression 

 
Several 
errors, for 
example 
three or four 
issues with 
voice 
expression  

Five or more 
errors with 
voice 
expression 

Communication: 
Gestures should reflect the 
tone/ emotions. Do the students 
express the emotion described in 
the duologue with appropriate 
use of body gestures? Facial and 
hand gestures should 
complement   the text and 
should not overpower the 
words or distract. Students 
should not act out the duologue 
but provide an emotional display.  

Excellent use of body 
gestures to 
compliment the text 

One small 
issue with 
use of body 
gestures to 
complement 
the text 

Few issues, 
for example, 
two issues 
with use of 
body 
gestures to 
complement 
the text  

 
Three or 
four  issues 
with use of 
body 
gestures to 
complement 
the text 

Five or more 
body gesture 
issues that 
overpowered 
the words or 
gestures were 
not utilized at 
all throughout 
the 
presentation 

Including the 
audience: Proper use of 
eye contact can keep the 
audience engaged. Regardless if 
presentation is       live or on 
video, student should move eye 
focus from center stage 
(camera), to the right, to the left, 
back to center, etc..        

 
Strong, strategic 
eye contact 
showing 
audience 
engaged 
throughout the 
oral 
presentation     

Some eye 
contact with 
audience, at 
least five 
times 
changed their 
eye contact 
focus 

Several, 
three or four 
times 
changed their 
eye contact 
focus 

 
Few, two or 
one times 
changed 
their eye 
contact focus 

Use of eye 
contact focus 
was missing 
throughout the 
recitation 

Confidence: How at ease 
are the students? The students 
are confident, relaxed, bodies are 
not rigid or showing 
nervous  swaying. 

 
At ease 
throughout the 
presentation 

Comfortable 
stage 
presence with 
only one   or 
two small 
issues 

Overall 
relaxed 
bodies with 
three or four 
small issues 

 
Some 
stiffness or 
body 
swaying 

Stiff or body 
swaying 
throughout the 
presentation 

Total Score  
 (45 possible  points) 

 

Additional comments: 
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THE PROGRAMME 
Semifinal/Final Heats Recitation Competition  

Order of the Day 
 
 
 

 
9.00 - 9.30 

 
Registration 

 
9.30 - 9.45 

 
Welcome 

 
9.45 - 10.45 

 
Competition Heats 

 
10.45 - 11.15 

 
Break 

 
11.15 - 12.00 

 
Finals 

 
12.00 - 12.15 

 
Musical Intermission and Contest 

 
12.15 - 12.30 

 
Award Ceremony 
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WORKSHOP 

 
General Overview 
To help our teachers prepare their students for 
the Poetry Recitation Competition, we invite 
them to attend our annual teacher development 
workshop led by English language expert, 
Jennifer Haugh. 

 
This workshop has been created for 3rd to 8th 
grade teachers who want to help their students 
learn how to recite poetry out loud. Using acting 
techniques for theater in verse, teachers will 
discover how to uncover the hidden clues the 
authors give us in their poems, in order to 
communicate their work better. 

 
The workshop will focus on three main areas: 

■ Introduction to Procedures/Overview, 
Comprehensive memorisation, 

■ Classroom Engagement, specific activities 
regarding poem structure, interpretation, and 
developing effective communication, and 

■ Presentation Etiquette, Body language 

Lesson Plans for activities online at ESU website 

https://www.esu.cl/poetry-recitation- 
contest 

 
 

Jennifer Haugh has dedicated over 20 
years to education as a teacher, leader, and 
learner. Energized by teaching middle schoolers 
and the vision of secondary English education, 
she believes in an active, student-focused 
curriculum that promotes feedback, showcases 
student work, and upholds a school’s values. 
Since earning an MA in Education - Curriculum 
and Instruction (University of Phoenix, CO 
USA), her leadership experiences include co-
chairing accreditation and evaluation 
committees; co-designing K-12 professional 
development and shared belief work; and 
leading differentiation, literacy, and curriculum 
design workshops. Most recently, Jennifer 
received a Student- Centered Instructional 
Coaching Certificate (University of Wisconsin-
Madison, USA). She enjoys learning from others 
through mentoring, co-teaching, supervising 
student teachers, and facilitating professional 
learning communities. 

 
Date & Venue 
Tuesday, 16th August; 30th August;  
27th September  18:00-19:00  

 

Registration 
Interested teachers should confirm their 
attendance. 

Click here to register for the workshop. 
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CALENDAR 
 
 
August 16, August 30, September 27 18:00-19:00 — Poetry Activities Teacher 
workshops via zoom 
September 9 – School contact teacher must complete Poetry Registration Form 
to confirm number of students within grade levels interested in participating this year 

September 27 / 18:00-19:00 – Poetry Recitation Judge’s Workshop 

October 7 – Due date to submit mp4 video presentations for judging School contact 
teacher must include name of students, grade level, Title of poem with mp4 

October 13  Semi-finals/Final Heats Grades 1 & 2 Duologues 

October 15-22 – Round 1 judging (participants must have completed the digital parent 
consent form for public viewing of mp4 videos) 

October 24 – Announce those advancing to Semi-final heats (top 10 in each grade 
level) 

October 27 – Semi-finals/Final Heats Grades 3, 4, 5 

October 28 – Semi-finals/Final Heats Grades 6, 7, 8 

This year, ESU Chile will add Grade 1 and 2 Duologue Recitations to our Virtual 
Competition.  Same guidelines and registration deadlines as the Poetry Recitation.  
School should register their participants by September 9 and send their recorded video 
mp4 by October 7 for judges to review.  Grade 1 and 2 Duologue Semifinal and Final 
Heats will be via Zoom on October 13, 2022. 
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Grades 1-2 (ages 6-8 years) 
 

Theme: Family and Community (Same as Poetry Recitation Competition) 
Topics: 

• Time 
• Age 
• Directions  
• Instructions to play a game 
• Days of the week 
• Months of the year 

• Colours 
• Weather 
• Family 
• Animals 
• Community Workers 
• Questions 
• Adjectives before nouns 
• Adverbs after the action verb 

 
2022 Duologue Guidelines 
 

• 5-10 Exchanges and no more than 50-60 words per person 100=120 total 
• Memorized, dramatic reading (not  acted out– no props or special background) 
• Rubric– adapt from poetry rubric 
• Each school can enter a team of two students from Grade One Level (6-7 years old) 

and another team of two students from Grade Two Level (7-8 years old) – select any 
duologue from samples provided below—one student will recite Part A and the other 
will recite Part B. 
 

DUOLOGUE OPTIONS: Select one of the options listed 
“Age”; “Time”; “Directions”; “Swimming Pool”; “Who Am I”; “Not Today”; 
“Monopoly”; “Colours”; “Days”; “Favourite Day”; “Making Plans”. 
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Time 
A.  Have you got the time? 
B.  The time to do what? 
A.  No. Can you tell me what the time is? 
B.  Why do you need to know? 
A.  Because I may be running late. 
B.  Late for what? 
A.  I have to get home. 
B.  By what time? 
A.  10 o’clock. 
B.  Well, it’s 9:45. You’ve got a quarter of an hour. 
A.  Help. I’d better hurry. Excuse me. ‘Bye.  
 

Word Count: 61   

Age 
A.Hi. 
B. Hello. 
A. How old are you? 
B. 11. 
A. When’s your birthday? 
B. Next Wednesday. 
A. Are you about to turn 12? 
B. No. I’ll be 11 next week. 
A. So you’re 10. 
B. Well, no. I’m nearer 11 than 10. 
A. O.K., but why did you say 11 when you’re not yet 11? 
B. Well, Because I have to get used to the idea. 
A. But you’ve got a year to do that. 
B. Yes, but I like to start early. 
  

Word Count:70  

Directions 
A.  Excuse me. 
B.  Yes. 
A.  Can you tell me how to get to the Post 
Office? 
B.  The Post Office? 
A.  Yes. 
B.  (Points) See that shop on the corner? 
A.  The hardware store? 
B. That’s the one. 
A. Yes. 
B. There’s a street on the left just after it. 
A. O.K. 
B. Go down there, about 50 metres. 
A. Is it there? 
B. No. You have to cross the road. 
A. What? To the square? 
B. Yes, that’s right. 
A. And then? 
B. It’s on the opposite side. 
A. Thank you. 
B. No problem. 
  

Word Count: 76  

Swimming Pool 
A: Where is your little brother? 
B:  He was running quickly to the swimming pool? 
A:  Which swimming pool? 
B:  The Community Pool next to the Public Library. 
A:  Why did he leave in such a hurry? 
B:  Maybe because he saw that cute neighbor girl 
walking in that direction. 
A:  Well, if she was carrying a beach towel, she 
might be going to the ocean. 
B:  I know he was hoping to find someone fun to 
swim with and cool off. 
A:  I think that the pool is closed today. 
B:  Then, at least they can walk together to the 
ocean shore. 
  
Word count: 93 
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Who am I? 
A: Who am I? 
B: You are you! 
A: Yes, but who AM I? 
B: You are an animal. 
A: Am I big? 
B: You are as big as a truck. 
A: Where do I live? 
B: In Africa and Asia. 
A: What do I like to eat? 
B: You enjoy twigs, bark, roots, fruit and even 
flowers. 
A: That does sound delicious! 
B: You can eat 150 kilos of food in one day! 
A: What makes me different from other animals? 
B: Your long trunk and big ears. 
A: Am I an elephant?  
B: YES! 
  
Word Count: 96 

Not Today 
A: Are you ready? 
B: No, I’m really nervous. 
A: I know, but you’ll be fine. 
B: Fine?  How?  How do you know? 
A: Sweetie, please calm down. 
B: I can’t!  Let’s stay home.   
A: We can’t.  They are waiting for us. 
B: But, I’ve got an idea.  Take my brother instead! 
A: Your brother went last week. Today it is your 
turn. 
B: If I promise to brush my teeth three times a day, 
can I stay home? 
A: That’s a lovely idea, but no. You still need a 
cleaning. 
B: Mom, please… 
A: There are no ifs, ands, or buts about it!  You are 
going to the DENTIST! 
  
Word Count: 109 

Colours  
A.Do you have a favourite colour?  
B.A favourite colour?  
A. Yes. What colour do you like best?  
B. I don’t know really. Why?  
A. I’m just interested.  
B. Well, er. Brown?  
A. Brown? That’s a very boring colour!  
B. It depends on the shade.  
A. How?   
B. Well, there are lots of different browns.  
A. Like what?  
B. Light brown, dark brown, yellowy brown, 
reddish brown.  
A. I like blue best.  
B. Yes. There are lots of blues, too.  
A. I know. Navy blue, sky blue ...  
B. Turquoise.  
A. Is turquoise blue? I think it’s more greeny.  
B. Isn’t that aquamarine?  
A. Possibly. Who’s to say?  
  
 Word Count: 84   
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Monopoly  
A. Do you have a favourite game?  
B. Yes. Monopoly.  
A. What’s that?  
B. It’s a board game.  
A. Do you get bored playing it?  
B. No. Not bored. Board. B-O-A-R-D.  
A. What do you mean?  
B. You play it on a board. A flat playing surface.  
A. Ah, I see.  
B. It represents a city.  
A. What? A whole city?  
B. Well, the centre.  
A. And ...?  
B. You have a playing piece.  
A. Like a counter?  
B. There are different ones. A car, a hat, a dog, a boot 
and others.  
A. How do you play?  
B. There are dice, which the players roll.  
A. In turn?   
B. Yes. You buy streets and build property.  
A. It sounds boring.  
B. No it’s not. You make lots of money. 
A. Ah. That sounds fun!  
  
Word Count: 112  

Days  
A.Ah, Monday. I love Mondays  
B.Why?  
A.First day of the week.  
B.I prefer Friday.  
A.But that’s the end of the week.  
B.I know. The next day’s Saturday. The weekend.  
A.What do you do on Saturday?  
B.Play football. Go to the cinema.  
A. What about Sunday?  
B. I go to my friend’s house.  
A. What do you do there?  
B. Play videogames mostly.  
A. I don’t like videogames.  
B. Everyone likes videogames.  
A. Not me. I prefer riding my bike.  
B. Where?  
A. In the park. We go all over the place.  
B. But not every day?  
A. Most days. After school.  
B. Really?  
A. Pretty much. Wednesdays are best.  
B. Why?  
A. Not many people. Plenty of space  
B. Right.  
  
Word Count: 104  
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Favourite Day 
A.Hi.  
B.Hello.  
A.What day is it today?  
B.Wednesday, I think.  
A.You think?  
B.Yes. I’m not sure.  
A.Then tomorrow must be Thursday.  
B.That’s right, and yesterday was Tuesday.  
A.I don’t like Tuesdays  
B.Why not?  
A.Because we have Maths on Tuesday.  
B.What’s wrong with Maths?  
A.I don’t like Maths.  
B.   In that case, you don’t like Fridays either.  
A.   Why not?  
B.   Well, we have Maths on Friday, too.  
A.   Yes, I know, but we have games on Friday, 
and I love games.  
B.   What’s  your favourite day of the week?  
A.   Saturday, and also Sunday.  
B.   Why?   
A.   No school.  
  
Word Count: 91  

Making plans  
A.What are you doing this weekend?  
B.I don’t know yet. Why?  
A.I wondered if you’d like to come to my house.  
B.   To your house?  
A.Yes. We could go shopping, or play tennis.  
B.Do you have a tennis court?  
A.No. There’s one in the park. It’s free.  
B.What park?  
A.The one across the road from my house.  
B.I don’t play tennis.  
A.I could teach you.  
B.Is it easy to learn?  
A.It’s not difficult.  
B.Is that your favourite sport?  
A.No. I like football best?  
B.Well, we could play football.  
A.What, just the two of us?  
B.We could kick a ball around. Others might join 
in?  
A.I suppose they might.  
B.Then we could go and eat pizza.  
A.What? All of us?  
B.No. Just us two.  
  
Word Count: 122  
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3rd Grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                 3rd Continues >>

Delicious Wishes 
By Douglas Florian 

 
 
I wish I was taller.  
I wish I was strong.  
I wish that my short hair  
Was silky and long.  
I wish I could whistle.  
I wish I could sing.  
I wish that the winter  
Would turn into spring.  
I wish I was well read.  
I wish I was wise.  
I wish that my good looks  
Would win me a prize.  
I wish I was granted  
A wagon of wishes.  
I wish that I wasn't  
Stuck doing the dishes. 

 

How Not to Have to Dry the Dishes 
By Shel Silverstein 

 
  

If you have to dry the dishes 
(Such an awful, boring chore) 
If you have to dry the dishes 
('Stead of going to the store) 
If you have to dry the dishes 
And you drop one on the floor— 
Maybe they won't let you 
Dry the dishes anymore. 

 

Second Mother 
By Nikki Grimes 

 
Stop calling me your “baby.” 
Don’t call me “Little Bit.” 
Every time I 
hear those words 
I grind my teeth 
and spit. 
Besides, 
I’ve got 
a proper name— 
and Baby 
isn’t it! 
Stop calling me your “baby.” 
Don’t call  me “Little Miss.” 
You’re not my 
mother anyway. 
Remember? You’re 
my sis! 

 

My Lunch 
By Kenn Nesbitt 

 
A candy bar. 
A piece of cake. 
A lollipop. 
A chocolate shake. 
 
A jelly donut. 
Chocolate chips. 
Some gummy worms 
and licorice whips. 
 
A candy cane. 
A lemon drop. 
Some bubblegum 
and soda pop. 
 
Vanilla wafers. 
Cherry punch. 
My mom slept in 
while I made lunch. 
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3rd Grade Continued                                 4th Grade 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4th Continues >> 

 
 

Halfway Down 
By A.A. Milne 

 
 
Halfway down the stairs 
Is a stair 
Where I sit. 
There isn't any 
Other stair 
Quite like 
It. 
 
I'm not at the bottom, 
I'm not at the top; 
So this is the stair 
Where 
I always 
Stop. 
 
Halfway up the stairs 
Isn't up 
And isn't down. 
It isn't in the nursery, 
It isn't in the town. 
 
And all sorts of funny thoughts 
Run round my head. 
It isn't really 
Anywhere! 
It's somewhere else 
Instead! 
 
 

 

If I Were Ruler of the World 
By Bill Dodds 

 
If I were ruler of the world, 
I'd make some changes fast. 
I'd say, "The ruler's always first; 
His little brother’s last. 
 
The ruler's older sister 
Would have to listen, too. 
If I said, "Go and eat a bug," 
That's what she'd have to do. 
 
All dinners would be different then; 
You wouldn't have to finish 
Peas or beans or broccoli 
Or brussels sprouts or spinach. 
 
I'd put an end to chores at home 
And all that parents said. 
There would be no more:  
"Go clean your room!"  
“Wash up!” or "Go make your bed!" 
 
My school would be all boarded up, 
The classrooms still and dark. 
No! Better yet-- I'd knock it down 
And make a brand new park! 
 
If I were ruler of the world 
Everything would be just right--- 
This is what I think about 
As I drift off at night. 
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4th Grade Continued 

4th Continues >> 
 

 
Stomach Ache Supreme 

By Geraldine Nicholas 
 
If Mother asks you to make supper, 
Don’t protest, pout or scream. 
You can use my favourite recipe 
Called “Stomach Ache Supreme.” 
 
Get ice cream from the freezer, 
Put it in a baking dish, 
Pour some chocolate syrup on it 
With a can of tuna fish. 
 
Sprinkle it with chocolate chips, 
Some salt and pepper too. 
Dump a blob of honey on the top, 
Now there’s a “treat” for you! 
 
Spread peanut butter on it, 
Add cinnamon to taste, 
Garnish it with spinach 
And a jar of almond paste. 
 
Place it in the oven 
And bake it for awhile. 
Then serve it to your family, 
But don’t forget to smile! 
 
Give them heaping helpings, 
Expect some stomach pain. 
They’ll never, never want you 
To ever cook again! 

 

 
Messy Room 

By Shel Solverstein  
 
Whosoever room this is should be ashamed! 
His underwear is hanging on the lamp. 
His raincoat is there in the overstuffed chair, 
And the chair is becoming quite mucky and damp. 
His workbook is wedged in the window, 
His sweater's been thrown on the floor. 
His scarf and one ski are beneath the TV, 
And his pants have been carelessly hung on the door. 
His books are all jammed in the closet, 
His vest has been left in the hall. 
A lizard named Ed is asleep in his bed, 
And his smelly old sock has been stuck to the wall. 
Whosoever room this is should be ashamed! 
Donald or Robert or Willie or-- 
Huh? You say it's mine? Oh, dear, 
I knew it looked familiar! 

 

Granny 
by Spike Milligan 

 
Through every nook and every cranny 
The wind blew in on poor old Granny 
Around her knees, into each ear 
(And up her nose as well, I fear) 
 
All through the night the wind grew worse 
It nearly made the vicar curse 
The top had fallen off the steeple 
Just missing him (and other people) 
 
It blew on man, it blew on beast 
It blew on nun, it blew on priest 
It blew the wig off Auntie Fanny- 
But most of all, it blew on Granny! 
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4th Grade Continued                                   5th Grade 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5th Continues >> 
 

Brother 
By Mary Ann Hoberman 

 
I had a little brother 
And I brought him to my mother 
And I said I want another 
Little brother for a change. 
 
But she said don’t be a bother 
So I took him to my father 
And I said this little bother 
Of a brother’s very strange. 
 
But he said one little brother 
Is exactly like another 
And every little brother 
Misbehaves a bit, he said. 
 
So I took the little bother 
From my mother and my father 
And I put the little bother 
Of a brother back to bed. 

 
 

Empathy  
By David Bamford 

 
Listen to me. 
Please… 
Just listen. 
That’s all I want, 
all I need. 
Your ear, 
not your voice. 
 
Don’t say “if I were you…” 
You aren’t. 
You’re someone else. 
My pain is mine, 
don’t try to feel it for me, 
Because you can’t. 
Just listen. 
 
Listen. 
Don’t interrupt; 
don’t try to speak. 
I don’t need that. 
It isn’t what I want. 
It isn’t going to help 
 
Please. 
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5th Grade Continued 
 

 
 

5th Continues >> 

Sweet Dreams 
By Joyce Armor 

 
It’s always been a wish of mine 
(Or should I say a dream) 
To scare my sister half to death 
And hear her piercing scream. 
  
That’s why I squished four bugs until 
They all were very dead, 
Then took them to my sister’s room 
And put them in her bed. 
  
After we had said goodnight, 
My heart began to pound. 
I waited and I waited, but 
She never made a sound. 
  
And then I got so doggone tired 
I couldn’t stay awake. 
I climbed into my own warm bed 
And shrieked—there was a snake! 
  
It wiggled, and I leaped and fell 
And bruised my bottom half; 
Then I heard an awful sound— 
It was my sister’s laugh. 

Michael O’Toole 
By Phil Bolsta 

 
Michael O’Toole hated going to school, 
He wanted to stay home and play. 
So he lied to his dad and said he felt bad 
And stayed home from school one day. 
 
The very next day he decided to say  
That his stomach felt a bit queasy. 
He groaned and he winced ‘til his dad was 
convinced, 
And he said to himself, “This is easy!” 
 
At the end of the week, his dad kissed his cheek 
And said, “Son, you’ve missed too much school.” 
“But still I feel funny, and my nose is all runny,” 
Said the mischievous Michael O’Toole. 
 
Each day he’d complain of a new ache or pain, 
But his doctor could find nothing wrong. 
He said it was best to let Michael rest, 
Until he felt healthy and strong. 
 
Michael O’Toole never did get to school, 
So he never learned how to write— 
Or to read or to spell or do anything well, 
Which is sad, for he’s really quite bright. 
 
And now that’s he’s grown, he sits home alone 
‘Cause there’s nothing he knows how to do. 
Don’t be a fool and stay home from school, 
Or the same thing could happen to you! 
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5th Grade Continued 
 

Baby Ate a Microchip 
By Neal Levin 

 
Baby ate a microchip,  
Then grabbed a bottle, took a sip.  
He swallowed it and made a beep,  
And now he’s thinking pretty deep.  
 
He’s downloading his ABCs  
And calculating 1-2-3s.  
He’s memorizing useless facts  
While doing Daddy’s income tax.  
 
He’s processing, and now he thrives  
On feeding his internal drives.  
He’s throwing fits, and now he fights  
With ruthless bits and toothless bytes.  
 
He must be feeling very smug.  
But hold on, Baby caught a bug.  
Attempting to reboot in haste,    
He accidentally got erased! 

 

Homework 
By Jane Yolen 

 
What is it about homework 
That makes me want to write 
My Great Aunt Myrt to thank her for 
The sweater that is too tight? 
 
What is it about homework 
That makes me pick up socks 
That stink from days and days of wear,  
Then clean the litter box? 
 
What is it about homework 
That makes me volunteer 
To take the garbage out before 
The bugs and flies appear? 
 
What is it about homework 
That makes me wash my hair 
And take an hour combing out 
The snags and tangles there? 
 
What is it about homework? 
You know, I wish I knew,  
‘Cause nights when I've got homework 
I've got much too much to do! 

. 
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6th Grade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6th Continues >>

Turn Off the TV! 
By Bruce Lansky 

 
My father gets quite mad at me; 
my mother gets upset— 
when they catch me watching 
our new television set. 
 
My father yells, “Turn that thing off!” 
Mom says, “It’s time to study.” 
I’d rather watch my favorite TV show 
with my best buddy. 
 
I sneak down after homework 
and turn the set on low. 
But when she sees me watching it, 
my mother yells out, “No!” 
 
Dad says, “If you don’t turn it off, 
I’ll hang it from a tree!” 
I rather doubt he’ll do it,  
‘cause he watches more than me. 
 
He watches sports all weekend,  
and weekday evenings too,  
while munching chips and pretzels— 
the room looks like a zoo. 
 
So if he ever got the nerve  
to hang it from a tree, 
he’d spend a lot of time up there— 
watching it with me. 

 

The Breed You Need 
By Bobbi Katz 

 
If the dog you want has a pedigree, 
Then the dog you want simply won’t be 
me. 
My crisscrossed bloodlines could derail a 
train 
So the kennel club treats me with disdain. 
Are you someone who loves a mystery? 
Consider the clues; unlatch my history! 
I’ve the best of this and the best of that 
And “pedigree” soon will be so old hat. 
 
If you want a dog with a heart that’s true, 
Then I am the dog who is meant for you. 
The breed you need is spelled M-U-T-T. 
I’m marvelous mutt, so please choose me. 
 

 
If Little Red Riding Hood… 
                   By Jeff Moss 
 
If Little Red Riding Hood had a dad, 
Perhaps things wouldn't have turned out so bad. 
He'd have taught her the useful things  
a dad can teach you, 
Like the difference between Grandma  
and a wolf who'll eat you. 
He'd have brought her two photographs  
to let her see 
How completely different two things can be. 
He'd show her a picture of his kindly old mother, 
And say, "Grandma's one thing.  A wolf is another." 
Grandma wants to hug you and give you a kiss. 
A wolf wants to eat you, and he looks like this--  
Big teeth, big ears, and plenty of fur. 
Now look at your grandma,  
does a wolf look like her? 
Your report card was great, I know you're smart, 
So it shouldn't be hard to tell them apart. 
Now, please get to Grandma's before it gets dark, 
Don't go through the forest, stay out of the park, 
Don't stop to talk to any wolves you meet, 

And don't wear that red thing  
when you walk down the street. 
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6th Grade Continued 
 

 
 
 
 

I Found a Four-Leaf Clover 
By Jack Prelutsky 

 
I found a four-leaf clover  
and was happy with my find,  
but with time to think it over,  
I’ve entirely changed my mind.  
I concealed it in my pocket,  
safe inside a paper pad,  
soon, much swifter than a rocket,  
my good fortune turned to bad.  
 
    I smashed my fingers in a door,  
    I dropped a dozen eggs,  
    I slipped and tumbled to the floor,  
    a dog nipped both my legs,  
    my ring slid down the bathtub drain,  
    my pen leaked on my shirt,  
    I barked my shin, I missed my train,  
    I sat on my dessert.  
 
I broke my brand-new glasses,  
and I couldn’t find my keys,  
I stepped in spilled molasses,  
and was stung by angry bees.  
When the kitten ripped the curtain,  
and the toast burst into flame,  
I was absolutely certain  
that the clover was to blame.  
 
    I buried it discreetly  
    in the middle of a field,  
    now my luck has changed completely,  
    and my wounds have almost healed.  
    If I ever find another,  
    I will simply let it be,  
            or I’ll give it to my brother—  
    he deserves it more than me. 
  

 
 

I Wish My Father Wouldn’t Try 
to Fix Things Anymore 

By Jack Prelutsky 
 
By Jack Prelutsky  
 
My father’s listed everything he's planning to 
repair,  
I hope he won’t attempt it, 
for the talent isn’t there,  
he tinkered with the toaster  
when the toaster wouldn’t pop,  
now we keep it disconnected  
but we cannot make it stop.  
 
He fiddled with the blender,  
and he took a clock apart,  
the clock is running backward, 
and the blender will not start,  
every windowpane he’s puttied 
now admits the slightest breeze,  
and he’s half destroyed the furnace,  
if we’re lucky, we won’t freeze.  
 
The TV set was working,  
yet he thought he’d poke around,  
now the picture’s out of focus,  
and there isn’t any sound,  
there’s a faucet in the basement  
that had dripped one drop all year,  
since he fixed it, we can’t find it  
without wearing scuba gear.  
 
I wish my father wouldn’t try 
to fix things anymore,  
for everything he’s mended  
is more broken than before,  
if my father finally fixes  
every item on his list,  
we’ll be living in the garden  
for our house will not exist. 
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7th Grade 
 
 

A Snake Named Rover 
By Maxine Jeffris 

 
Mom wouldn’t let me have a dog“With all the mess they make!” 
So, if I couldn’t have a dog, I said I’d like a snake. 
 
My mother gasped quite audibly, But Dad approved the plan. 
“A snake,” he gulped, “a real live snake… 
Well, sure, I guess you can.” 
 
We went to Ralph’s Repulsive Pets 
And bought a yard of asp. 
It coiled inside a paper bag 
Held firmly in my grasp. 
 
I put him in a big glass tank 
And dubbed my new pet Rover, 
But all the fun of owning it 
Was very quickly over. 
 
For all he did was flick his tongue 
Once or twice each minute, 
While nervous Mom rechecked the tank 
To make sure he was in it. 
 
Then one fine day, we don’t know how, 
My Rover disappeared. 
My father told me not to fret, 
But Mom was mighty scared. 
 
We searched the house from front to back 
And gave the yard a sweep. 
By midnight we had given up 
And tried to get some sleep. 
 
At three A.M. my dad arose 
To answer nature’s call. 
I heard him scream, I heard him swear, 
And then I heard him fall. 
 
For Dad had found the wayward pet I’d given up for dead 
Curled up inside his slipper, lying right beside the bed. 
 
Now Rover’s living back at Ralph’s 
With frogs, and newts, and guppies, 
And now I have a dog named Spot-- 
She’ll soon be having puppies. 

 

Almost Perfect, But Not Quite 
By Shel Silverstein 

 
“Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
Those were the words of Mary Hume 
At her seventh birthday party, 
Looking ‘round the ribboned room. 
“This tablecloth is pink not white— 
Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
“Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
 
Those were the words of grown-up Mary 
Talking about her handsome beau, 
The one she wasn’t gonna marry. 
“Squeezes me a bit too tight— 
Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
“Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
 
Those were the words of ol’ Miss Home 
Teaching in the seventh grade, 
Grading papers in the gloom 
Late at night up in her room. 
“They never cross their t’s just right— 
Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
 
Ninety-eight the day she died 
Complainin’ ‘bout the spotless floor. 
People shook their heads and sighed, 
“Guess that she’ll like heaven more.” 
Up went her soul on feathered wings, 
Out the door, up out of sight. 
Another voice from heaven came— 
“Almost perfect… but not quite.” 
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Woman Work 
By Maya Angelou 

 
I've got the children to tend  
The clothes to mend  
The floor to mop  
The food to shop  
Then the chicken to fry  
The baby to dry  
I got company to feed  
The garden to weed  
I've got shirts to press  
The tots to dress  
The cane to be cut  
I gotta clean up this hut  
Then see about the sick  
And the cotton to pick.  
 
Shine on me, sunshine  
Rain on me, rain  
Fall softly, dewdrops  
And cool my brow again.  
 
Storm, blow me from here  
With your fiercest wind  
Let me float across the sky  
'Til I can rest again.  
 
Fall gently, snowflakes  
Cover me with white  
Cold icy kisses and  
Let me rest tonight.  
 
Sun, rain, curving sky  
Mountain, oceans, leaf and stone  
Star shine, moon glow  
You're all that I can call my own. 
 

Tea With Aunty Mabel 
By Jeanne Willis 

 
If you ever go to tea with my Aunty Mabel, 
Never put your elbows on the dining room table, 
Always wipe your shoes if you’ve been in the garden, 
Don’t ever burp. If you do, say pardon. 
Don’t put your feet on the new settee, 
If she offers you a sugar lump, don’t take three. 
Don’t dunk your biscuits, don’t make crumbs, 
Don’t bite nails and don’t suck thumbs. 
Don’t rock the budgie, don’t tease the peke, 
Speak when you’re spoken to or else don’t speak. 
Do as you’re told and if you’re not able, 
Don’t go to tea with my Aunty Mabel. 

 
 Fifth Grade Autobiography 

By Rita Dove 
 
I was four in this photograph fishing 
with my grandparents at a lake in Michigan. 
My brother squats in poison ivy. 
His Davy Crockett cap 
sits squared on his head so the raccoon tail 
flounces down the back of his sailor suit. 
 
My grandfather sits to the far right 
in a folding chair, 
and I know his left hand is on 
the tobacco in his pants pocket 
because I used to wrap it for him 
every Christmas. Grandmother's hips 
bulge from the brush, she's leaning 
into the ice chest, sun through the trees 
printing her dress with soft 
luminous paws. 
 
I am staring jealously at my brother; 
the day before he rode his first horse, alone. 
I was strapped in a basket 
behind my grandfather. 
He smelled of lemons. He's died— 
 
but I remember his hands. 
 
 
 

 7th Grade Continued 
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Life’s Scars 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox 

 
They say the world is round, and yet 
I often think it square, 
So many little hurts we get 
From corners here and there. 
But one great truth in life I've found, 
While journeying to the West- 
The only folks who really wound 
Are those we love the best.  
 
The man you thoroughly despise 
Can rouse your wrath, 'tis true; 
Annoyance in your heart will rise 
At things mere strangers do; 
But those are only passing ills; 
This rule all lives will prove; 
The rankling wound which aches and thrills 
Is dealt by hands we love.  
 
The choicest garb, the sweetest grace, 
Are oft to strangers shown; 
The careless mien, the frowning face, 
Are given to our own. 
We flatter those we scarcely know, 
We please the fleeting guest, 
And deal full many a thoughtless blow 
To those who love us best.  
 
Love does not grow on every tree, 
Nor true hearts yearly bloom. 
Alas for those who only see 
This cut across a tomb! 
But, soon or late, the fact grows plain 
To all through sorrow's test: 
The only folks who give us pain 
Are those we love the best. 

Do Not Go Gentle 
 into that Good Night 

By Dylan Thomas 
 
Do not go gentle into that good night, 
Old age should burn and rave at close of day; 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
Though wise men at their end  
   know dark is right, 
Because their words had forked  
   no lightning they 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
 
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright 
Their frail deeds might have danced  
    in a green bay, 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in 
flight, 
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way, 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
 
Grave men, near death, who see  
    with blinding sight 
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be 
gay, 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
 
And you, my father, there on the sad height, 
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, 
     I pray. 
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light. 
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Wheels 
By Jim Daniels 

 
My brother kept 
in a frame on the wall 
pictures of every motorcycle, car, truck: 
in his rusted out Impala convertible 
wearing his cap and gown 
waving in his yellow Barracuda 
with a girl leaning into him 
waving on his Honda 350 
waving on his Honda 750 with the boys 
holding a beer 
waving in his first rig 
wearing a baseball hat backwards 
waving in his Mercury Montego 
getting married 
waving in his black LTD 
trying to sell real estate 
waving back to driving trucks 
a shiny new rig 
waving on his Harley Sportster 
with his wife on the back 
waving his son in a car seat 
with his own steering wheel 
my brother leaning over him 
in an old Ford pickup 
and they are 
waving 
holding a wrench a rag 
a hose a shammy 
waving. 
 
My brother helmetless 
rides off on his Harley 
waving 
my brother's feet 
rarely touch the ground— 
waving waving 
face pressed to the wind 
no camera to save him. 
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When Giving Is All We Have 
By Alberto Rios 

 
One river gives 
Its journey to the next. 
 

We give because someone gave to us. 
We give because nobody gave to us. 
We give because giving has changed us. 
We give because giving could have changed us. 
We have been better for it, 
We have been wounded by it— 
 
Giving has many faces: It is loud and quiet, 
Big, though small, diamond in wood-nails. 
Its story is old, the plot worn and the pages too, 
But we read this book, anyway, over and again: 
Giving is, first and every time, hand to hand, 
Mine to yours, yours to mine. 
You gave me blue and I gave you yellow. 
Together we are simple green. You gave me 
What you did not have, and I gave you 
What I had to give—together, we made 
Something greater from the difference. 
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Perhaps the World Ends Here 
By Joy Harjo 

 
The world begins at a kitchen table. 
 No matter what, we must eat to live. 
 
The gifts of earth are brought and prepared, 
 set on the table.  
So it has been since creation, and it will go on. 
 
We chase chickens or dogs away from it.  
Babies teethe at the corners.  
They scrape their knees under it. 
 
It is here that children are given instructions on what it means to be human. 
 We make men at it, we make women. 
 
At this table we gossip, recall enemies and the ghosts of lovers. 
 
Our dreams drink coffee with us as they put their arms around our children.  
They laugh with us at our poor falling-down selves and as we put ourselves back 
together once again at the table. 
This table has been a house in the rain,  
an umbrella in the sun. 
 
Wars have begun and ended at this table.  
It is a place to hide in the shadow of terror.  
A place to celebrate the terrible victory. 
 
We have given birth on this table,  
and have prepared our parents for burial here. 
 
At this table we sing with joy, with sorrow.  
We pray of suffering and remorse. We give thanks. 
 
Perhaps the world will end at the kitchen table,  
while we are laughing and crying, 
eating of the last sweet bite. 
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Note to ALL participants 

 
Amanda S. C. Gorman is an American poet and activist. 

Her work focuses on issues of hope for change regarding 
oppression, feminism, race, and marginalization, as well as the 
African diaspora. Gorman was the first person to be named 
National Youth Poet Laureate. She published the poetry book 
The One for Whom Food Is Not Enough in 2015. 

Gorman stated that poetry served as a form of speech pathology, 
and through lots of practice, she overcame her speech 
impediment and an auditory processing disorder “I don’t consider 
having a speech impediment 
necessarily as a disability but actually as a strength,” she told 
CBS Journalist. Mar 30, 2021 

In addition to being a recent graduate of Harvard University, 
Gorman is the youngest inaugural poet ever in the United 
States. She was specifically chosen to speak by the First Lady 
herself. Gorman was named the Youth Poet Laureate of Los 
Angeles in 2014, becoming the first National Youth Poet 
Laureate three years later. 

So believe in yourself, be confident about your public speaking 
skills. Every great communicator was once your age, and the rest 
is history … 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


